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We conducted a tidal discharge analysis of the Severn River 
using a River Ray ADCP. This study was conducted over the 
course of a low-to-high, tidal cycle. The cross-channel structure 
of the current was analyzed to determine if certain portions of 
the river have higher/lower velocities than the mean current. The 
River Ray data was also compared to a fixed site ADCP, which 
is part of the Severn River Watershed Observatory. 

Figure 1. (A) Map of study area in Annapolis, MD. The 
body of water running from the top of the figure to the 
bottom is the Severn River. In the bottom left of the 
photo is the United States Naval Academy (USNA). The 
green arrow indicates the location of the Severn River 
Watershed Observatory (SRWO). The blue arrow 
indicates Hendrix Oceanography Lab. (B) The study area 
is a perpendicular track across the Severn River (yellow 
line). The track ends in the shoal water on the opposite 
banks of the Severn River. 

Figure 2.  (A) Midshipman 
1/C Prudil and Midshipman 
1/C Stone deploying the 
river ray ADCP and 
collecting and interpreting 
data in the Severn River. (B)  
Midshipman 1/C Prudil 
deploying the river ray off of 
the edge water on the Severn 
River. (C) The river ray 
deployed on the Severn 
River.

Figure 6. (A) Vertical cross section of a transect path taken with the River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 
from 0813 to 0834. Vertical streamwise velocities are graphed with a color scale ranging from lower values in 
dark blue, up to higher values in yellow/red. (B) Vertical cross section of a  transect path taken with the River Ray 
in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1011 to 1033. (C) Vertical cross section of a transect path taken with the 
River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1315 to 1336. (D) Vertical cross section of a transect path 
taken with the River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1411 to 1444. 

Study Area and Methods
On 09 March 2021, a  River Ray ADCP was towed behind an 

Edgewater vessel to gather flow, depth  and discharge data. The 
sampling track was downstream of SRWO Node 1, going across 
the Severn River perpendicular to the flow, ending in the shoal 
water at the opposite bank (Fig. 1A-B). Figure 2A-C shows the 
instrument during one of the deployments. Thirty two total passes 
were taken across the Severn River throughout the day to cover a 
low-to-high tide period (Fig. 6A-D). 

Data post processing and analysis was done in VMT (USGS 
software) and matlab. 

Results/Discussion
The measured relationship between tide and discharge 

throughout the tidal cycle is seen in Figure 4. The was also 
measured phase difference between the discharge and tide height. 

 Figure 6 shows sample transects over the course of a tidal 
cycle.  In Figure 6A, the transect was taken during low tide at 
0800 with low to no winds. In passes  3, 6, and 7 (Fig. 6B-D) the 
wids started to pick up. The left sides of these stations have a 
weak streamwise velocity traveling in the opposite direction. The 
winds recorded during these passes were southwest winds ranging 
from 8-15 mph, increasing in the later transects. The strongest 
wind was 15 mph during the time of transect number 7 (Fig. 6D), 
which was also at high tide.  
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In Figure 6C-D, the streamwise velocities above 3 m have significantly higher 
values going downriver than the velocities below that depth. 

When the SRWO ADCP data is compared to the River Ray ADCP data (Fig. 5). 
The SRWO data was consistently higher then the River Ray data during the same 
time periods. This may be due to effects of Santee Basin, or differences in instrument 
measurement methods.

Fig 4. Discharge over 
time overlaid with the 
tidal height. Data was 
collected over 8 hours in 
32 separate passes across 
the Severn River. The 
discharge values are out 
of phase with the tide 
height. Tide and discharge 
data was fit with a sum of 
sin equation. From this fit, 
the phase offset was 
determined.
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Fig 5. SRWO data in 
red compared to 
RiverRay data in blue 
taken at the same time 
on 09 March 2021. 
The data is from eight 
separate passes 
through the study area 
and shows the 
difference between the 
two data collecting 
methods. A straight 
black line connects  
points at each time set.   

Fig 3.  Measured discharge (blue dots) compared 
to calculated values represented by the red arc. 
Fit was performed in Matlab by minimize the 
sum of the squares of the differences between 
calculated and observed discharge values. 
Resulting fit is given by Equation 1.

Equation 1. Shows the total discharge  as a 
function of the tide height. Q is discharge in 
meters cubed per second, x is tide height in 
meters.

Conclusions
• The relationship between tide height and discharge was 

determined, and shown in Equation 1. This relationship 
was determined under the specific conditions 
experienced during the study, and my differ under 
different conditions (i.e. different wind speeds)

• There is a significant phase offset between tide and 
discharge due to slack water at high and low tide

• Wind is a significant driving force for the river 
discharge, especially in the upper layer. 

• The full river ADCP transects provides more accurate 
information regarding the discharge than the stationary 
SRWO node located at Hendrix Laboratory
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Figure 1. (A) Map of study area in 
Annapolis, MD. The body of water 
running from the top of the figure to the 
bottom is the Severn River. In the bottom 
left of the photo is the United States Naval 
Academy (USNA). The green arrow 
indicates the location of the Severn River 
Watershed Observatory (SRWO). The blue 
arrow indicates Hendrix Oceanography 
Lab. (B) The study area is a perpendicular 
track across the Severn River (yellow line). 
The track ends in the shoal water on the 
opposite banks of the Severn River. 

Figure 2.  (A) Midshipman 1/C Prudil and 
Midshipman 1/C Stone deploying the river 
ray ADCP and collecting and interpreting 
data in the Severn River. (B)  Midshipman 
1/C Prudil deploying the river ray off of the 
edge water on the Severn River. (C) The 
river ray deployed on the Severn River.
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Study Area and Methods
On 09 March 2021, a  River Ray ADCP 

was towed behind an Edgewater vessel to 
gather flow, depth  and discharge data. The 
sampling track was downstream of SRWO 
Node 1, going across the Severn River 
perpendicular to the flow, ending in the 
shoal water at the opposite bank (Fig. 
1A-B). Figure 2A-C shows the instrument 
during one of the deployments. Thirty two 
total passes were taken across the Severn 
River throughout the day to cover a 
low-to-high tide period (Fig. 6A-D). 

Data post processing and analysis was 
done in VMT (USGS software) and 
matlab. 
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Fig 4. Discharge over time overlaid 
with the tidal height. Data was 
collected over 8 hours in 32 separate 
passes across the Severn River. The 
discharge values are out of phase with 
the tide height. Tide and discharge 
data was fit with a sum of sin 
equation. From this fit, the phase 
offset was determined.
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Fig 5. SRWO data in red compared to 
RiverRay data in blue taken at the same 
time on 09 March 2021. The data is from 
eight separate passes through the study 
area and shows the difference between the 
two data collecting methods. A straight 
black line connects  points at each time 
set.   

Fig 3.  Measured discharge (blue dots) 
compared to calculated values 
represented by the red arc. Fit was 
performed in Matlab by minimize the 
sum of the squares of the differences 
between calculated and observed 
discharge values. Resulting fit is given 
by Equation 1.

Equation 1. Shows the total discharge as a 
function of the tide height. Q is discharge in 
meters cubed per second, x is tide height in 
meters.
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Figure 6. (A) Vertical cross section of a transect path taken with the River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 
from 0813 to 0834. Vertical streamwise velocities are graphed with a color scale ranging from lower values in 
dark blue, up to higher values in yellow/red. (B) Vertical cross section of a  transect path taken with the River Ray 
in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1011 to 1033. (C) Vertical cross section of a transect path taken with the 
River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1315 to 1336. (D) Vertical cross section of a transect path 
taken with the River Ray in the Severn River, 09 March 2021 from 1411 to 1444. 

Study Area and Methods
On 09 March 2021, a  River Ray ADCP was towed behind an 

Edgewater vessel to gather flow, depth  and discharge data. The 
sampling track was downstream of SRWO Node 1, going across 
the Severn River perpendicular to the flow, ending in the shoal 
water at the opposite bank (Fig. 1A-B). Figure 2A-C shows the 
instrument during one of the deployments. Thirty two total passes 
were taken across the Severn River throughout the day to cover a 
low-to-high tide period (Fig. 6A-D). 
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Results/Discussion
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throughout the tidal cycle is seen in Figure 4. The was also 
measured phase difference between the discharge and tide height. 

 Figure 6 shows sample transects over the course of a tidal 
cycle.  In Figure 6A, the transect was taken during low tide at 
0800 with low to no winds. In passes  3, 6, and 7 (Fig. 6B-D) the 
wids started to pick up. The left sides of these stations have a 
weak streamwise velocity traveling in the opposite direction. The 
winds recorded during these passes were southwest winds ranging 
from 8-15 mph, increasing in the later transects. The strongest 
wind was 15 mph during the time of transect number 7 (Fig. 6D), 
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In Figure 6C-D, the streamwise velocities above 3 m have significantly higher 
values going downriver than the velocities below that depth. 

When the SRWO ADCP data is compared to the River Ray ADCP data (Fig. 5). 
The SRWO data was consistently higher then the River Ray data during the same 
time periods. This may be due to effects of Santee Basin, or differences in instrument 
measurement methods.

Fig 4. Discharge over 
time overlaid with the 
tidal height. Data was 
collected over 8 hours in 
32 separate passes across 
the Severn River. The 
discharge values are out 
of phase with the tide 
height. Tide and discharge 
data was fit with a sum of 
sin equation. From this fit, 
the phase offset was 
determined.
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Fig 5. SRWO data in 
red compared to 
RiverRay data in blue 
taken at the same time 
on 09 March 2021. 
The data is from eight 
separate passes 
through the study area 
and shows the 
difference between the 
two data collecting 
methods. A straight 
black line connects  
points at each time set.   

Fig 3.  Measured discharge (blue dots) compared 
to calculated values represented by the red arc. 
Fit was performed in Matlab by minimize the 
sum of the squares of the differences between 
calculated and observed discharge values. 
Resulting fit is given by Equation 1.

Equation 1. Shows the total discharge  as a 
function of the tide height. Q is discharge in 
meters cubed per second, x is tide height in 
meters.

Conclusions
• The relationship between tide height and discharge was 

determined, and shown in Equation 1. This relationship 
was determined under the specific conditions 
experienced during the study, and my differ under 
different conditions (i.e. different wind speeds)

• There is a significant phase offset between tide and 
discharge due to slack water at high and low tide

• Wind is a significant driving force for the river 
discharge, especially in the upper layer. 

• The full river ADCP transects provides more accurate 
information regarding the discharge than the stationary 
SRWO node located at Hendrix Laboratory
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In Figure 6C-D, the streamwise velocities above 3 m have significantly higher values going 
downriver than the velocities below that depth. 

When the SRWO ADCP data is compared to the River Ray ADCP data (Fig. 5). The SRWO 
data was consistently higher then the River Ray data during the same time periods. This may be 
due to effects of Santee Basin, or differences in instrument measurement methods.

Fig 4. Discharge over time 
overlaid with the tidal height. 
Data was collected over 8 hours 
in 32 separate passes across the 
Severn River. The discharge 
values are out of phase with the 
tide height. Tide and discharge 
data was fit with a sum of sin 
equation. From this fit, the phase 
offset was determined.
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Conclusions

•The relationship between tide height and discharge was 
determined, and shown in Equation 1. This relationship 
was determined under the specific conditions 
experienced during the study, and my differ under 
different conditions (i.e. different wind speeds)
•There is a significant phase offset between tide and 
discharge due to slack water at high and low tide
•Wind is a significant driving force for the river 
discharge, especially in the upper layer. 

• The full river ADCP transects provides more accurate 
information regarding the discharge than the stationary 
SRWO node located at Hendrix Laboratory
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